Surface modification of glass plates and silica particles by phospholipid adsorption.
The effect of phospholipid adsorption on the hydrophobicity of glass plates and on the surface charge of silica particles using contact angle and electrophoretic mobility measurements, respectively, was investigated. Deposition of successive statistical monolayers of dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) on the glass surface showed zig-zag changes of water contact angle, especially on the first few monolayers. This behavior is qualitatively coherent with the oscillations observed in zeta potential values for increasing DPPC concentration. The results indicate that the phospholipid is adsorbed vertically on the plates, exposing alternately its polar head and non-polar hydrocarbon chains in successive layers. On the other hand, experiments conducted on glass plates prior hydrophobized by contact with n-tetradecane suggest that DPPC molecules may to some extent dissolve in the relatively thick n-alkane film and then expose their polar heads over the film surface thus producing polar electron-donor interactions. The effect of both DPPC and dioleoylphosphatidylcholine (DOPC) on the electrokinetic potential of silica spheres confirms adsorption of the phospholipids, leading to a decrease in the (originally negative) zeta potential of silica and even reversal of its sign to positive at acidic pH. Hydrophobic interactions between phospholipid molecules in the medium and those already adsorbed may explain the overcharging. The adsorption of neutral phospholipids may reduce the zeta potential as a consequence of the shift of the electrokinetic or slip plane. The effect is more evident in the case of DOPC, suggesting a less efficient packing of this phospholipid because of the presence of double bonds in its molecule, which in fact is well known.